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Instruccions SOUND

Open both-sides of the support outward lightly, take out the sensor body，with matching screws to installed the brackets in the
location you wanted, open the battery lid on the sensor, put 9v battery on it.
Low-voltage alarm: When the battery voltage drops below 7.2V, the alarm will be give a sounds "di di" every 30 seconds , 
we suggest you replace the batteries immediately, if not, sensors will stop working within 48 hours.

III. Installation and usage

       

This product adopts high sensitivity detector, integrated circuit and SMT technology; It gathers automatic, convenient, safety 
and practical function; The wide detection range is made of up and down, left and right service �eld. It utilizes human motion 
infrared rays as control signals, when human enter detection �elds, it will start the sound system (dingdong, alarm) to call attention
that person enters detection �elds; It could protect you all-weather and it will give safety you never have for your family and travel;
Its using range is wide and its installation is easy.  
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IV. Functions

       

ALARM: turn “OFF” to “ALARM” will have 30s time delay, means that will not alarm within 30s, it will alarm after 30s 
immediately if you activate it.( So that you have enough time to leave the detection area).
OFF: The sensor doesn’t work.
CHIME: turn “OFF” to “CHIME” and activate it, it will give „dingdong” sound for 5s.

Please don’t hit the sensor and detection windows with hard or rough object.
 

V. Notes

Please don’t install the sensor in the sunlight, raining and high humidity zone.

Please don’t install the sensor near heat or air current changed zone.

II. Speci�cations

Its detection range is wide and installation is easy(It can be fastened with screw or doublefaced glue);

I. Feature

It has duplex function of information (dingdong) and alarm.

It can be used indoor and travel, it can be installed level or vertical and also laid on the stable furniture.

Pode ser ajustado depois de instalado.  

Power source
Detection distance

Detection motion speed
Working humidity

DC 9V
8m (máx.)

0.6~1.5m/s
<93%RH

Working temperature -20ºC~40ºC

Static current
Detection range

0.8mA
60º

Working current <100mA (alarm) <50mA (bell)
Alarm loudness
Low-voltage alarm

>60dB
6.8V~7.2V

Alarm time 15s
Chime time 5s

Please take out the battery in order to avoid damaging the sensor if you don’t use it for long time.

SOUND is not formal alarm and it has limited alarm loudness, so it can call attention to you only,
but can’t guarantee absolute safety. We don’t undertake any responsibility if happen any
unexpected event when it is not use only for signaling.

All responsibilities for defects or damages are hereby rejected, if caused by: Incorrect assembling of the product;
incorrect supply, use of lamps not suitable for this product; external agents. BLI_31.1_2015
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